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This book attempts to explore what these tensions are as writing
assessment and computer technology converge on classroom
space. However, I can make no promises that this examination of
the issues can resolve the tensions. Perhaps no amount of study can
resolve the tensions that exist. The difficulties span political, economic,
philosophical, and pedagogical spectra. What I hope to offer
with this book is the opportunity for teachers to engage with each
other and with their administrations regarding how local issues,
tensions, and concerns might be addressed.

Clearly the rise in demand for both computer technology and assessment
technology ushers in significant pedagogical changes for
colleges and universities. As with any critical shift in education,
alarmist rhetoric is sure to be offered by many—whether triggered
by the opposition or by concerned allies. Currently, instructors see
this sort of rhetoric in the mounting calls for accountability on college
campuses, the charges of lax standards in college-level writing,
and the suggestions that perhaps computers can "read" student essays
better and more efficiently than professors can.
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Art of Java Web Development: Struts, Tapestry, Commons, Velocity, JUnit, Axis, Cocoon, InternetBeans, WebWorkManning Publications, 2003

	A guide to the skills required for state-of-the-art web development, this book covers a variety of web development frameworks. The uses of the standard web API to create applications with increasingly sophisticated architectures are highlighted, and a discussion of the development of industry-accepted best practices for architecture is...
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SQL Server 2008 Administration in ActionManning Publications, 2009

	SQL Server 2008 Administration isn't a standard SQL Server tutorial-there are dozens of those to choose from. Instead, this book breaks down the role of "SQL Server Administrator" into its key focus areas and tasks and details the techniques and best practices that make an administrator effective. In this book, a reader can...
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Get a Life, Not a Job: Do What You Love and Let Your Talents Work For YouFT Press, 2010

	With a radically new approach to redesigning your career--get more passion, more fulfillment...better work-life balance...and real financial freedom!


	 


	You only have one life. Why not love what you do? Discover how others have made it happen--and...
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Internet of Things and Analytics for Agriculture, Volume 2 (Studies in Big Data)Springer, 2020

	
		This book addresses major challenges faced by farmers and the technological solutions based on Internet of Things (IoT). A major challenge in agriculture is cultivating and supplying high-quality produce at the best. Currently, around 50% of global farm produce never reaches the end consumer due to wastage and suboptimal prices. The...
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Rituals of Triumph in the Mediterranean World (Culture and History of the Ancient Near East)Brill Academic Publishers, 2013

	Societies, both ancient and modern, have frequently celebrated and proclaimed their military victories through overt public demonstrations. In the ancient world, however, the most famous examples of this come from a single culture and period - Rome in the final years of the Roman Republic and early Roman Empire - while those from other...
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Cancer Pain: Assessment and ManagementCambridge University Press, 2009

	Drs. Eduardo D. Bruera and Russell K. Portenoy have completely revised and updated the widely respected Cancer Pain: Assessment and Management for the second edition of this unanimously praised book. This is a comprehensive, clinically oriented review of all aspects of the complex and multidimensional problem of cancer pain. The unique...
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